Development and evaluation of an algorithm to facilitate drug prescription for inpatients with feeding tubes.
We aimed to develop and evaluate an algorithm to facilitate drug switching between primary and tertiary care for patients with feeding tubes. An expert consortium developed an algorithm and applied it manually to 267 preadmission drugs of 46 patients admitted to a surgical ward of a tertiary care university hospital between June 12 and December 2, 2013, and requiring a feeding tube during their inpatient stay. The new algorithm considered the following principles: Drugs should be ideally listed on the hospital drug formulary (HDF). Additionally, drugs should include the same ingredient instead of a therapeutic equivalent. Preferred dosage forms were appropriate liquids, followed by solid drugs with liquid administration form, and solid drugs that could be crushed and/or suspended. Of all evaluated drugs, 83.5% could be switched to suitable drugs listed on the HDF and another 6.0% to drugs available on the German drug market. Additionally, for 4.1% of the drugs, the integration of individual switching rules allowed the switch from enteric-coated to immediate-release drugs. Consequently, 6.4% of the drugs could not be automatically switched and required case-to-case decision by a clinical professional (e.g., from sustained-release to immediate-release). The predefined principles were successfully integrated in the new algorithm. Thus, the algorithm switched more than 90% of the evaluated preadmission drugs to suitable drugs for inpatients with feeding tubes. This finding suggests that the algorithm can readily be transferred to an electronic format and integrated into a clinical decision support system.